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Xilinx Alliance member Synopsys
unveiled its first entry into the Win95/
Windows NT market at the Design Automa-
tion Conference in Las Vegas on June 3.
“FPGA Express” is a PC-based FPGA

synthesis tool for leading FPGA architec-
tures. The first version has Xilinx XC3000
family, XC4000 series and XC5200 family
support. It is scheduled for production
shipment in September. Later versions will
support the XC9500 CPLD family, as well as
other programmable logic vendors.

FPGA Express is unique in its knowl-
edge of Xilinx architectures and tools,
allowing designers who are new to HDL to
get high-quality results. The expert user
will find the sophisticated controls needed
to work with very challenging designs.

FPGA Express is not a rewrite of
FPGA Compiler, although for compatibility
it uses the same VHDL and Verilog com-
piler technology as Synopsys’ workstation
tools (Design Compiler and FPGA

Compiler). FPGA Express was designed
“from the ground up” with PC users
specifically in mind.

The Xilinx/Synopsys relationship was
key in the development of this product.
“This is an excellent example of Xilinx and
one of its Alliance partners working to-
gether to meet user requirements with a
quality product,” noted Wallace Westfeldt,
manager of the Xilinx Alliance program.

Xilinx supplied architectural information
and assisted in the market research, defini-
tion and development of FPGA Express.
As a result, FPGA Express makes optimum
use of Xilinx device features to maximize
density and performance. For example, it
includes an automatic module generator
that can infer various operations within the
HDL source, such as adders, comparators
and multipliers, as
well as automati-
cally build the
circuits using the
dedicated carry
logic in the
XC4000 series and
XC5200 family
architectures.

FPGA Express
also makes full
use of complex
I/O structures present in the Xilinx
devices, including the clock enable feature
of the XC4000E IOB registers. Global clock
buffers are assigned based on an intelli-
gent algorithm that allocates the available
buffers based on clock signal fanout while

We are continuously investing in state-
of-the-art customer support systems to
provide customers with choices, efficient
access to support resources and reliable
connections.

When contacting the Technical and
Applications Support Hotline in San Jose,
you will be prompted to input the purpose
of your inquiry to ensure that you reach the
most appropriate person as soon as pos-
sible. In addition, you will be asked to
provide your “personal ID number” or your
“case ID number.”

Anytime during the process, you can
bypass the automated inquiries to speak
directly with a live support representative
or leave a voicemail message for a support
engineer.

What is my
personal ID
number?

The first time
you contact the
Xilinx hotline,
your personal ID
number will be
assigned by our
customer case
management sys-
tem. On subse-
quent calls, you
may use this num-
ber to speed up

the support process. Once the telecommu-
nications system receives your ID number,
you will skip directly to a menu of topics
to choose from so that your call can be
routed to the most helpful resource or
qualified support engineer available.

Cases opened under your ID number
are tracked under your name. If your col-
leagues wish to contact Xilinx, advise them
that they can receive their own personal ID
numbers by calling the hotline directly.

What is my case ID number?
Each time you call with a new support

need, a case ID number will be assigned
and communicated to you by a support
professional. If you have further need to
contact the hotline regarding an open case,
you can speed your access to your case
worker by inputting the case number di-
rectly into the telecommunications system.

What is the fastest way to reach an
engineer with a new question?

On a typical day, the fastest path to
reach a support engineer is through the
telecommunications system using your
personal ID number:

• Select your situation: New Case or
Existing Open Case.

• Enter your Personal ID or the Open
Case ID

• For a new case, you will be prompted
to select a product topic area.

• Your call is directed to the most appro-
priate available resource.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION-DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Synopsys Introduces

New Logic Synthesis Tool Targets Xilinx FPGA Families

❝FPGA Express is
unique in its knowledge of Xilinx

architectures and tools, allowing

designers who are new to HDL to

get high-quality results.❞

Continued on the next page

New Technical Support Choices
Callers to the Technical Support Hotline

at the Xilinx headquarters in San Jose now
encounter a friendly, ease-to-use telecom-

munications system that allows better access
to the resources and solutions needed to
ensure design progress and success.

Efficient and Speedy Access to Engineers on the
Hotline Thr ough Increased Choices
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filtering out gated clocks. If desired, users
can specify specific input pins that need to
be connected to a global buffer.

Synopsys revised the mapping and
optimization algorithms to provide all HDL
users with the best possible synthesis
results for area, performance and predict-
ability. Testing has shown that FPGA Ex-
press can improve area and performance
by up to 25% over existing PC-based syn-
thesis tools. Run times are excellent — a
3,000-gate design compiled in under a
minute and a 20,000-gate design required
approximately 10 minutes using a Pentium-
class computer.

Xilinx also collaborated with Synopsys
to integrate FPGA Express into the
XACTstepTM system. FPGA Express uses a
sophisticated constraint-entry GUI, with an
“XACT step-like” from/to syntax for timing

FPGA Express provides
a smooth interface to

other Xilinx FPGA
development tools

constraints that directly translates to the
XACTstep TIMESPEC format. All netlist and
constraint translation is done by FPGA
Express, eliminating the need for external
translators. The tool outputs Unified Library
XNF with group TIMESPECS. The result is
a “plug & play” interface between FPGA
Express and the XACTstep tools (v6.0.x
and beyond).

Pricing and Availability
Sold by Synopsys, FPGA Express starts

at $12,000 (one HDL language and support
for one FPGA vendor). It will be available
in full production in September, running
on Windows 95 and Windows NT-based
personal computers.

For more information about FPGA
Express contact Bruce Jorgens, Prod-
uct Line Manager for FPGA Products
at Synopsys 415-528-4955.◆

signing with a range of Xilinx parts and is
up-to-date on Xilinx products.

XUMA is completely independent from
Xilinx, Inc. Many engineers want an inde-
pendent technical forum for openly dis-
cuss key concerns and issues, both at the
system- and device-level, and get objective
answers from others in their professional
community.◆

Alain Arnaud of ECLA, Inc. (Newton,
Massachusetts), a design consultant and
experienced FPGA and ASIC designer, was
pondering how to best field his customers’
questions — a mix that included both
system-level and FPGA-level issues. To
assist in this task, Alain started an e-mail
address list of colleagues and industry
contacts. This effort has grown into XUMA
— the Xilinx User MAiling List — a new,
independent forum for the communication
of technical subjects across the Xilinx user
community. XUMA, initiated in May,1996,
currently has over 250 subscribers and is
growing rapidly.

XUMA mailings are e-mails of technical
questions and answers sent to Alain by
anybody and forwarded to everyone on
the XUMA mailing list.

Xilinx users can subscribe to the list,
unsubscribe from the list or submit a
change of address by sending mail to:

xuma-request@ecla.com

To send a technical question, answer or
related information to the list, mail it to:

xuma@ecla.com

Mention in your mail if you would like
to remain anonymous. Alain sends out
digests of messages sent to him about
twice each week.

XUMA is more focused than the
“comp.arch.fpga” news group (see XCell
#21, page 41). Comp.arch.fpga is a general
FPGA forum that typically deals with
broad-based questions and issues, while
XUMA is dedicated to trading technical
information regarding Xilinx devices and
software. As a result, it takes less time to
review XUMA digests for pertinent infor-
mation. Furthermore, Alain is actively de-

New, Independent E-Mail User Group
Dedicated to Xilinx Technology

XUMA: Xilinx  User MA iling list

TO: xuma-request@ecla.com

CC:

TOPIC: Xilinx mailing list

MESSAGE: Alain -- please add my name to the XUMA
list for Xilinx technical issues.

TO: xuma@ecla.com

CC:

TOPIC: XC4000 Series tip

MESSAGE: Alain -- I think I have discovered a
way to use an XC4025E as a barrier to
protect my desk from the harmful
effects of excess moisture building up
on the bottom of my coffee mug.

Remember, Xilinx users
can contact the Xilinx

Technical Support Hotline
(see page 35)  with

technical questions on
Xilinx products.


